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Motivation

- We built Inox, a data browser
- Customers asked us to do proof of concepts
- Many different use cases for Solid
- Very diverse types of data
- However, we could never have foreseen this diversity
Semantic Components - SemCom

- Specification and set of software tools
- Idea: App components that are meant to render data types can be dynamically bound in Solid apps at runtime
Your Data

固态终端

托尼。我的id

./profile

托尼。我的id

./profile/payslip1

雇主："Digita"

金额：100000$
Tony P.

Solid Pod

- tony.my.id
  - ./profile
    - ./profile/payslip1
      - p:employer: "Digita"
      - p:amount: 100000$

Solid App

Your Data

Identity: Tony P.

- p:payslip??

Repos:

- Repo 1
- Repo 2
- Repo 3
https://youtu.be/2kFZcsfy58?t=186